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Introduction 
In this treatise I will demonstrate the existence of a 

transformation which prefixes with to subjects of English sentences. 
It will be shown that the with that occurs in four apparently 
dissi~ilar environments has this source. The four environments 
are: l} reduced relative have sentences, e~g., The house with the 

white shutters was torn downt 2) absolute sentences, e.g., With 
the radio ;2l~ying, you can't hear the canar;y 1 ;) complements to 
a certain class of "causative 11 verbs, e.g., John p'lanted the field 
with oats~ 4) the pro-form do the same thing ..with, e.g., Harrl_ 

put his car ir.. the gara_ge, and Ma;r~t' did the same thing with hers .. 
My point requires a cursory analysis of ea.eh of these four con-
structions. Tne first three sections are devoted to delineating 
and analyzing the class of have sentences which as rel.a tive 

clauses can undergo reduction to relative clauses introduced by 
with, 

Some of the arguments that follow were contained in a paper 

presented by the author to the Chicago Linguistics Society (Lee, 
1966'.I .. 

Terence Lange~doen first interested me in the topic of 
sentences in 1965 and has made several valuable suggestione since. 
Charles llmore has offer.ed a number of very us·eful comments. 

I am eep~cially grateful to Sandra Annear for the great amount 
of time she has spent criticizing my analysis and my examples. 

paper was completed under the aegis of the Lexical 
Analysis Research Fro ject Yrhich is sponsored in part by the 

Nat Science Foundation through Grant GN-534 from the Office 
of Science Information !]crvice to the Information Sciences Research 
Center, The Ohio State University. 

1. Three classes of ~ ,ewn tQnCHs 

section is a necemsary pi·eliminaI'y to subsequent 
arguments. It is important to d.i 8Linguish what I shall call 

•stative• have senteoceo from l1vo oLhcr varieties--'causativ~a' 
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and 'pseudo-cau5atives 1 • To that end I list with examples some 
properties shared by one or two, but not all three of the claaeeo 
of~ sentences. 
Exa~ples of the ttree clssses 

Causative: 
(1) Henry had Karj ju~p off the cliff 

(2) My coach has :ne do r•rnh:...ups ever:,· day 

(3) I have cherry doughnuts senl to the old lady 
occasionally  

Pseudo-c,s1usative:  
(4) John intentiorially had the stopper out of the 

bottle 
{S) Harry had Fapa,1 .$ package in Lir.da's mailbox 

(6) Bill h•s the dcior closed  
Stative:  

(7) The table has a book on it 
(8) This tree has a bird's nest in its top branch 
(9) John had dirt all over him 

The causatives I assume are complex and have the same deep 
structure -as sentences where make takes a sentence complement. 

Causative: } 
(10) Harr · jhad Mary jump off the cliff · · · Y Lmade 

s  
NF V'P  

I -------
Harry [h:d l ~ 

mad:} Mary jump off the cliff 

Causatives differ from the other two classes in taking the pro-
gressive, (Statives take the progressive in circumstances which 
will be noted in the next section.) ~ 

Causative: 
(11) Bill is having us visit him tomorrow 
(12) John was havi~g Mary i.ron hi5 shirt 
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---------

Pseudo-causative: 

(13) •John was intention~lly having the stopper out 
of the bottle 

(1~) *Bill is having John's car in Mary's garage 
3tatiye: 

(15) '"My car is having a dent in its fender 
(1() •The table is having a book on it 

'1'he embedded sentence in a causative must have an agent 
d t . ,. . d. t. lan, ~ere~ore, a non-stative verb or a Jee .ive. 

11 Agent' and 'stative• are traditional terms. However I rely 
on the arguments Lakoff (1966) makes for ascribing the feature 
stative/non-stative to Engiish verbs and adj~ctives. Likewise 
I refer you to Fillmore (1967) for an account of what part 
cases, the agent case among others, play in English syntax. 
Fillmore (1967, p. 57) has noted that sentences with stative 
verbs lack agents. 

Causative: 

(17) 	 Bill had the men break the piano into little 
pieces 

(18) •Bill had the piano break into little pieces 
(19) 	 Bil.I. had the piano broken into little pieces 

by the men 
(20) 	 *Bill had the pia~o broken into little pieces 

by the sledgehammer 
Pseudo-causatives :'!'lay be viewed as having the same deep 

structure as causatives, except with a copula sentence as 
comple.r..cnt. 

Pseudo-causatjve: 

(21) 	 3ill :::<1s ,Johr. 's (:ar in r,:~ry 's garage 
.,
;j 

NP 	 VP 

Bill 	 'J S _____I ----------
I -==::::::: --·--·~ 

has John's car be in Mary's garage 

~he cop~la of the ~omplement of a pseudo-causative is always 
deleted. Unlike c3~s~tives, pseudo-causatives do n0t take 
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complements with agehts. However, in aaae a copula sentence has 
an agent, it may occur as complement in a causative; in this 
case the copula is not deleted. 

Causative: 
(22) John had Mary be ot his house by 8  

Pseudo-causative:  
(23) John had Mary in his house by 8 

Unlike the copula, the be of the passive is deleted from the 
complement of a causative. Thus in the case of a complement 
which can be either a passive or a copula sentence, the~ 
sentence can be ca~sative or pseudo-causative; be is deleted 
in either case. 

Causative or pseudo-causative: 
(24) John had Mary's car painted 

Causatives always have an agent as subject. Pseudo-
causatives may have an agent. These t-wo classes, then, form 
imperatives, take adverbs like intentionally, and in general 
have the :propet'ties of sentences with agents (except that pseudo-
causatives cannot be progressive). 

Causative: 
(25) Have Mary jump off the cliff! 
(26) Have John put the car in the garage! 

(27) Bill intentionally had Mary jump off the cliff 
(Z8) Bill cleverly had Harry store the beans  

Pseudo-causative:  
(29) Have the car in the garage by midnight!  
(30} Have the chair in the hall when the movers get here!  
(31) John intentionally had the bed on the roof 
(32) Bill cleverly had the door open 

Stative sentences may not have agents. I rely on your intuition 
in demonstrating that imperatives and sentences with agent-type 
adverbs which may look like stative sentences must be interpreted 
as pseudo-causatives. {Stative sentences with human subjects 
can generally also be interpreted as pseudo-causatives.) 
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Stative or pseudo-causative= 
(33) Bill haB clothes dirty 
(34) John has a cut on his arm  

Pseudo-causative only:  

(35) Have your clot.hes dirty1 

(36) Have a cut on your arm! 
(37) Bill cleverly has his clothes dirty 
(38) John intentionally has a cut on his arm 

When have is in the simple past tense, pseudo-causatives 
and statives take~ time adverbs. Causative aentences do not. 

The adverb can however occur as part of the embedded sen-
tence 	inside a caus~tive sentence. 

Ca,usative: 
(39) 	 *Simons had (Esther carve the t.urkey] by five 

otclock 
Uio) *Charley had [Bill eat a cra~ker] by last week 

The adverb must belong to the sentence complement in 
(41) George had [n1illis have the dishes washed by 

meal time].  
Pseudo-causative: ;  

i 

(42) 	 Bill had the picture on the wall by yesterday 
i 

(43) Harry had John's house built by. la;st year 
IStative: i 
I(44) 	 'fJ:d.s chair had its leg already bro;icen by last 

week i 

(45) 'fhe cage had a tiger in it by ThuJ.sday
I 

The existence of a reflexive pronoun in the ~erb phrase 
l 

of the complement sentence serves to distinguish ~seudo-causa-
tives from statives. 

Piseudo-causat.ive: 
{46) John intentionally had mud coyering c~~rn lfl ,· nim6e ij 

.so that nobody would recognize him 
(47) Have the greaseuaint ;smeart?d all over [you . I.fl 

~ youI'se 0 
by the time I get back! 
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Stative: 
(i,8) The church tower has a huge clock on [it 1 

· · •itself) 

(49} That tire has a puncture in [!~tsel:} . 

As relative clauses, stative have sentences can be reduced 
hy taking out NP (repeated} Tens~ have and inserting •itt. NP 

ucpeate<l) sie;nifics the~ noun phrb..-.e in the rc:!ative clause tbnt 

is identical with the ncun phrase the relative claus~ ~odifiea. 

Neither causati ve.s rior pseudo-cau5ati ves can undergo thi5 
reduction. 

Causative: 

(50) 	 The man who has Mary steal chairs for him is in 
this very room 

{51) *The man with Ma:ry steal chairs for him is in 

this very room  
Pseudo-c~usatives:  

(52) 	 The man vrho has George's belt in Mary's handbag 

is in this very room 
(53) *The man with George's belt in Mary's handbag 

is in this very room  
Stative:  

(54) 	 The man who has a. scar on his left wrist is in 
this very room 

( ) '!'he man with a scar on his left wrist is in this 
very room 

Negated stative sentences may sometimes have be without 
instead of not have. The other two classes of have sentences 
do not turn up with this altel'nate type cf negative. 

Stative: 
(56) John doesn't have a mark on him 
(57) John is without a mark on him 

There is a noun phrase contained in the verb phrase of 
every stative ~ sentence 1 that is identical with the subject 
of the have sentence. Causative~ and p~eudo-causatives may or 
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may not have such an identical noun phrase. Since this identical 
noun phrase is a. repeated occurrence (the subject being its 
first occurrence), it is.either deleted or pronominalized. It 
can be deleted just in caae (!) it is genitive {that , if it 

,vould come out after .2f or with~), and it occurs next to the 
noun it modifies. Even if the identical noun phrase is deleted, 
its presence in the underlying structure can be inferred from 
semantic evidence. 

Stative: 
(58) John has a cut .on his arm 

= (59) John ha.a a cut on the arm 
(60) . This pot has a hole in the bottom. o! it 

:::: (61) This pot has a hole in its bottom 
= {62) This pot has a hole in the bottom 

(63) •This pot has a hole in the bottom of the pan 
Sentence {63) is unacceptable because a) it is a~ sentence 
with an inanimate subject and so must be stative, b) a stative 
l!!!£. sentence must have a noun phrase identical with its subject 
in its verb phrase, c) since neither ttda Eot nor any pronoun 
that might represent it appears .in the verb phrase, this pot must 
have been deleted, d) only a genitive noun phrase can be deleted, 
so the this pot that was deleted must have 'been genitive, e) the 
two noun phrases th9t of this pot could be associated with are 
in the bottom or the pan and of the pan 1 £) of this pot could 
only be a part of the noun phrase in the .bottom of the pan if 
it were a part of ot the pan, or if it were conjoined with of 
the pan, and g) pots do not ordinarily possess pans, nor doe. 
pot and a pan ordinarily po·ssess a common bottom. 

Stative~ sentences have paraphrases which lack~ 
a.nd the subject of have sentencet but \vhich are obviously 

closely related to the ha.ve sentences in structure. I list some 
statives with copula sentence para:phra.aes. (Some of the copula 
sentences have undergone the rule that moves the auxiliary and 
E.!_ to the front and adds there.) 
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Stative  
{64) The table has a scr~tch on it  

:::: (65) There is a scratch on the table  
,(66) The pot. has a hole it; the bot tom of it  

= ( (;?) There is a hole in the bottom of the pot  
(68) A locomotive hae the cowcatcher on its front end 
(69) The cowcatcher ie: -:>n the front end of a locomotive"' 
(70) Tha refrigerator has its door broken 

= (71} The door of the refrigerator is broken 
(72) This jug of wine has a fly in it  

= (?}) Ther-e is a fly in this jug of wine  
(74) I have a mar in the finish of !:he i.Qside of t,he 

top of my car's left front fender 
(?5) My c.ar has a mar in the finish of the inside"' 

of the top of its left front fender 

= (76} My car's left front fender has a mar in the 
fini.sh of the inside of its top 

= (??) The top of my car's left front fender has a 
mar in the finish of its inside 

= (78) The inside of the top of rny car 1 s left front 
fender has a mar in its finish 

= (79) The finish of the inside of the top of my car's 
left front :tender has a mar in it 

::, (80) There ii$ a mar in the finish of the inside of 

the top of my ear 1 s left front fender 
To conclude this eeetion I remark that the superficial 

similarity of.the three types of have sentence5 that I tave 
talked about conceals some underlying diversity. When the 
diversity has been accounted for (this paper is preliminary to 
such an attempt), the similarity will remain to be ex:pl;;iined. 

The following chart summarizes the properties of causative, 
pseudo-causative 1 and sta~ive ~ sentences. 
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progressiveCausatives 
agent i.n 

sentence complement 

agent as 
subject 

imperative. 
agent-type 

·manner adverbs 

past + by time X 

Pseudo-causatives 

Statives 

2. Stative have 

reflexive in VP of 
sentence complement 

copula deleted from 
sentence complement 

be without replaces 
not have or have no 

with in relative 
~ause 
identical NP in VP 
related paraphrase 

sentences 
Now I will give my account for a few (but only a few) of the 

facts noted in the preceding section. It was noted that stative 
have sentences have paraphrases whose relation to the have sen-
tences is formally rather simple. In the paraphrase the subject 
cf have and have itself are not in evidence, except that a noun 
pbra$e identical to the subject of~. the noun phrase that 
must occur in the predicate of a. have sentence, is present. The 
auxiliary of the have sentence occurs somewhere in the para-
phrase, and after it occurs be (at least in the first examples 
to be considered). Otherwise the paraphrase is identical to the 
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have sentenc.e. Assuming the 6ame sort· of structure for the 
stative have sentence as was assumed for pseudo-causatives, then, 
the folJowing ~urtace trees will illustrate the relationship. 

(82) 	 The table has a book on it 

There is a book on the table 
(be fore the there rule:, 

s s 
~ --~ NP Aux VP NP Aux VF 

L::::::::::::=- \ /--..._ . /----	 /-----
the table pres 1/ S abook p)es V NP 

I r--___ 	 I ~ 
have NP VP be on the table 
~/---
a book V NP 

(~e) ~e 

I suggest that a stative have sentence and its relat~d 
paraphrase mean the same thing because they are both derived 
from the same deep strueturt~ Two alternatives then present them-
selves, either the~ sentence is closer to the deep structure, 
or the copula sentence is. lf the former, then in the derivation 
of the copula sentence one will eliminate all the elements of the 
superordinate sentence that occurs in the derived structure of 
the have sentence save the sentence complement to have. If the 
copula sentence is closer to the deep structure, then a super-
ordinate sentence whose subject is a copy of some noun phrase in 

the copula sentence will be added to the copula sentence to derive 
the have sentence. 

I favor the second alternative, that the have sentence is 
secondary, and will address myself to the task of formulating a 
transformation which, when applied opti.onally to the phrase 
marker that directly underlies a copula sentence, results in a 
have sentence. But first I shall list some reasons why I think 
the second alternative more advisable than the first, This is 
especially necessary since structure-adding transformations like 
the one I propo6e have not often been adduced, In fact I have 
seen arguments that use the necessity for postulating such a 
transformation as a reductio ad absurdum. 
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If one chose to derive the copula sentence paraphrases "Qy 
eliminating the superordinate structur:-e of a have sentence, then 
all copula sentences would probably have Lo be deri~ed in this 
fashion. (And, it will later appeart this applies to a larger 
class of sentences than j~st copula sentences.) 

There seems to be no semantic justification for poatulaiing 
the extra structure (given 1 of course, that there is no more 
than a stylistic difference between the paraphrases). The 
alternative I choose will furnish a natural way of characteri-
zing the semantic distinctness between stative .sentences 
on the one hand, and causatives and pseudo-causatives on the other. 
since the two will have quite distinct deep structures. 

Charles Fillmore has suggested to me another reason one 
would prefer the have sentences to be secondary. The copula 
sentence paraphrases translate ratner literally in most languages. 
This is by no means the case with the stative~ sentences. 

Three more formal arguments are the following. 1) tf the 
subject of a stative have sentence comes from copying some noun 
phrase of the source $entenoe, then the obligatory identity 
between the subject of a stative have sentence and some noun 
phrase in ite verb phr~se is automatically accounted for. 2) The 
lack of· reflexivization in stative ~ sentences can be accounted 
for by having the reflexivization rule precede the copying opera-
tion which creates the subject of the stative have sentence. 

3) Several~ sentences may correspond to only one copula 
sentence paraphrase. ( 1 for example, aentenpea (74) to C80) 
in section 2.) Attempting to deal with this situation by 

deriv.ing copula sentences f:rom have sentences would lead to 
absurd results. Either one would have to give up the goal of 
deriving all the paraphrases from one deep structure {in other 
words, refusing to deal with the situation), or one would have 
to assume a deep structure containing one sentence for each 
paraphrase. That is, something like the following. 
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,, .,, 
~ . . . .. .' 

(83} There is a mar in the finish of the inside of the 
..top of the fender of my car 

s,,,,.,1-......_ 
NP VP 

I 
l 

V 
~ -J~ 

hat NP VP 

~ (",,____ 
have 1'lP VP 

~ ~"-s4 . I '-. . havy' "' 
NP VP 

""'t,;_h-e-t""'op=:==o=f=t:::h::_e::__ . .. nd=-e~·r-o~~ ~S ~::-I'.'":- .....,e-:'.°" 

ha!y ?\ 
~"--:"'""""":'~==.;:::=;:==;:::::::;::=;::::::;::::::=::==::::=N;P:::::::::::.:::,.,:_1/1'
the. inside of the top· of the fender of my car V s 6 

haJe/ "' 
~VP. = . . ~ 1, 

the finish.of the inside of the top of the fender pf my ear y ~7 

.hav(\ 
~NP R 
a mar V NP 

bi l 
\ on tfie finish oi the in:;;ide of 

the top of the fender of my car 
Perhaps this is not unreasonable as a deep structure for this 
sentence. but it is absurd. Then, a rule must be formulated. for 
eliminating the subject and verb of at least five of the sen-
tence5 s1 t s2 , s3, s4 , s5 , s6 • Such a ~ule would be without 
parallel. 

If the have sentences are secondary, one need allow only an 
optionality in the choice of which noun phrase is to be copied 9 

and a much more economical solution is achieved. 

I mus·t admit, however, that I lc!.ck a definitive demonstra-
tion that the approach I choose is the only tenable 6ne. 
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The t~anstormation that optionally converts a d~ep structure~ 
\Vhich w,;:.iuld otherwise result in a copula sentence1 into a have 
sentence I choose to call FRONTING. <84) is a preliminary 
formulation. 

(84) 	 [RP, Aux, be, X, NP, YJ .....  
s s  

[5 2 [ [have) l !if ~ 4 5 6] ]  
s VP V V VP s  

(84) will convert (85) into (86). 

(85) 	 s  
N~VP  

----:::::-:-..... 	 I -------the book pres V NP 

Je ~ 
(The book is on the table) 

{86) ----9~ 
NP Aux VP  

on==~'tiaie pres V~_§. 
I ,,_ ----have NP VP

/::::::--.,, I . 
the book NP 
~ 

To convert 	(86)L~to (87), 
(8?) The table has the book on it 

the second 	occur1·ence of the book must be pronominalized to it, 
and the ini\ial 	on must be deleted. Since the subject of a 
finite sentence 	is never introduced by a preposition. a trans-
forma ticn vrhich 	deletes prepositions from subjects before tense 
rnay be supposed. 

(88} [ [ 1 Prep, X] Tense -S NP NP 

1 3 

This gets rid of 2.!!..• A further U$e for this transformation will 
be found in ~ection 3. 
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Notice that I have now accounted for the fact that the 
stative have sentences I have ci tell do not take the progressive. 

nee the source of the au:xili,ary of the have sentence is the 
nuxiliary of the copula sentence, and this latte~ can not contain 
the progressive marker, then neither can the auxiliary of the 
have sentence contat.n the progressive marker. 

(89) *The book is being on the table 
(90) *The table is. having the i,ook on it 

Let me now make an assumption which 1 cannot here justify, 
and that is, that the structure of the string that resulto from 

application of FRONTING is assigned by some device independent 
of the operation of FRONTING itMlf. This assumption will aid 
my exposition. FRONTING can now be written as followa. 

(91) [NP, Aux, be 1 X, NP, Y) ~ 
s s 

5 2 have 1 5 	 6 
I shall try to simplify the formulation of FRONTIUG by 

appealing to rules which are needed for other reasons. I first 
suggest that be need not be deleted J)y FRONTING; that is, tbat 
the transformation can be written as (92). 

(92) .[IfP, Aux, b~, -x, NP. Y] _.. 
$ s  

5 2 have l 3 4 5, 6  
The be can later be deleted by the ,rule that is required to 
delete the copula fro~ complements in pseudo-causative have 

sentences. 
(93) 	 I had [my car be in the garage by 8] 

s s 
-1> (94) I had my car in the garage by 8 

Next, the Auxiliary of the copula sentence can be later 

moved up into the superordinate~ sentence. That is, 
FRONTING can b.e simplified to (95). 

(95) [NP Aux be X, MP, Y] -s 	 s 
2 have 1 2 3  

This same rule mbves have+ en and not from the complemenL to  
the main sentence in {9(-:.).  
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(96) I hadn't expected him to go yet. 
ln section 4 it will be s~own that a trartsformation that 

adds with at the beginning of sentences is.desirable. It is 

convenient for rne to assume the existence of this t~ansformation 
in what follows. Whether the tr~nsforrnation 'with-additioht 
applies before or after FRONTING, it may add with at some point 
in the derivation of a stative ha,,e sentence. That is, either 
{9?) ~ (98) • (99), 

s 
N~VP a~ ±e V~P 

I I~ 
pres be on the table 

[ s 
~ 

NP Aux VP 
\ ---------with- with ~ book V NPa Te  

addition: I 'I ~  pres· be Gnthetabe 

s 
~ 

NP VP 
~e v,..,,....---_s 

I ----~-have NP Aux VPFRONTING: .....-:::::::::--->,,. \ .........---...  
with a ·took Te V NP 

pr~s b1 o~ 
or, if FRONTING applies before with-addition, (97} - (100) ... (99). 

(100) S 

VPNP--------· on the table V S----::::::::::: ---------
hive NP~P 

"iC5oo---~ TrI y-----~ 
pres be on the table 

(99) eventually becomes (101). 
(101) The table has a book on it 

It was noted in section 1 that stative~ sentences as relative 
clauses may have a reduced form whe:-c with turns up. Now to 
account for this we ~eed only add a rule for relative clause 
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reduction NP (identieall have. -~.' .Q similar to the rule NP 
(identical) be - ¢, which i s needed in the derivation of 5en-
tenc;,es like The book . o.n th.e table if; brown. So the derivation 

of 'I'he table \V i U, a book on it is walriu t goe1:. something like (102) ~ 

(102) S r 
?W Aux VP s;;:-------::::;::-.,,.,,. \ ~  

the t~ble S · Te be walm.1t  

N~VE_ ~res 
-..<'.'.':,.., I /---..;_ 
~ bo6k Te V NP 

1. l •~ pres be on the table 

a) with-addition: 
~ . 

3 

N? AuJ VP 
~ \ ....-:::::::::-

with the ·tabl~ Te be walnut 
~ .\ --- \Nr A~x VP pres 
~ --------.: 
with a book e V NP  

prls ~e ~  

b) 'FRONTING: 
s 

VP~ Auf ..<::::::::::-
be walnutwith t~JP~ T\ 

1.- VP pres 

-==:::::::::::: ------on the table V S  
hale ~,;,,·"'-;-::::u:-x------VP  

1~k ~e y~ 
pres b~ on the table 
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------

c) pronominalization: 
s 

NP. Aux-=::::::~ \ ~ 
with the table S Te be walnut 
~ \ 

NP VP pres-===-~ ,.......,.,,.__  
on the table V ~ 

ha!e N~ ~~ p 
. ~ u1x ----
with a book Te NP 

p)es Je oi"rt 
d) Auxiliary moved up into superordinate sentence: 

NP Aux 

Aux VP\ . ...::::::::::~ 
Te be walnut 

JJ?---!.ras-c:::=::::::::: \ ----
on the table Te 

I pres hive~  
NP VP 

~with a book V NP 
bJ ~ 

e) Preposition is deleted at beginning of finite sentence: 
s 

NP Aux VP 
.~ \ ~ 

be walnutthe~ T\ 
NP Aux VP pres 
.~ \ ----------the table Te V S 

J ~res Ihave _.--- -NF ---VP--- ----. ~ with~ book V NP 
I ~ 
be on it 
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-------- --- -------

f} Auxiliary in rel,tive clause th~t is identical td Auxiliary 
in main senten~e is deleted: 

---- -----,~-'-------------___,__ 
NP Aux VP_.,:....----.._,_ \ 

the table S Te be walnut 
NP pree  

'lhetabl"e V S  

------------VP \ 

~ 

have NP VPI --------------
~ /--
wit h a book V NP r /:>;,..

be on 1t 

g) felative clause reduction: 

s  
NP . Aux ---VP  

~ - \ _.......---__ 
thetailiW Te be walnut 

\~@· pres 
d 
~ 
~-

~ 
with·a book V ~p . I -~ 

be on it 

The circled nodes are dele t ed (~ee Ross (1966)), givinJ 

s 
NP Aux VP 
~ \ cc::::::::'::::-::-:._ 
the ta~ T\ be walnut 

NP VP pres,....-;::::::~ .,,,--.-._;. 
with a book V NP 

f ~ 
be on it 
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h) 	be-deletion (b~ is delet~d when it i~ nbt preceded by AQx--
-someti.mes) :-

s 
I r,rpNP 	 Aux 
I 	 ~· 

the table S Te 	 be walnut----------- \ presNP~-<::::::::::-:::-=. 
with a book ZP 

~ 
on it 

@-node is deleted, as before. 
Lest we turn out something like The table which has with 

a book on it is walnut, we must delete with in cas~ the relative 

clause reduction rule does not apply. 
(103) 	 have, with ...  

1 ¢  
I will not go ~nto the ordering (obviously crucial) or the  

exact formulation of the transformations! mention except as  
these matters directly concern my argument.  

A further revision of FRONTING allows greater generality.  
Suppose that insteaj of adding have 1 FRONTING adds~. That is,  
revise FRONTING to read  

(104) 	 [NP Aux be X, NP, Y] ...  
s s  

2 be l 2 3 
Thie obviates the necessity for having a special relative clause 
reduction rule for stative have sentences. The rule NP (identical) 
have~~ is no longer necessary 1 bec~1se the regular rule NP 
(identica9 be - ~ will do the joh- In this fashion pseudo-
causatives can be prevented from being reduced when they occur 
as relative clauses and their subjects are relativized. The 
previous formulcition of FRONTING along with the other ru!es I  

posited would allow such a reduction.  
But notJif FRONTING adds be instead of have, then be must at 

some poin~ be changed to have in case be is not previously deleted. 
Thrin let (105) follow relative claus~ reduction. 

( 105) 	 be, v,ith .-. 

have 	0 2 
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-----

" ' .. 

The rule that tielet.ea !,ill afte.r have <:w3) must !-ollow Clo;). 
To exemplify the app.~.icat:ion of the revised rules, I out-

line the derivations of The pot which .hae a. hole in .it is on 

the sr,.elf and The 12ot with a hole in it is on the shelf. 

(10E) The pot which has f.1 hoie in i•t is on th~ shelf 
s 

VP~ Au~ ~ 
the ~s-- 'Pe be on the shelf 

---- 7 ------- \NP Aux . VP pres 
~ I -~ 
a ho] ~ Te V NP.I I . =:C:..___..,, 

pres be irt the, pot 

a) with-addition: 
s 

•.b ) FRONT ING: •\ s----------.,_____ 
~ VP 

in the pot v .. s 
l ----~,::-------
be NP Aux VP 
~ I ---------wi t11 ·.a· hole Te V NP 

prJs b! ~ 
• 

c) pronominalization:!
. I 
s 

NP 
~ 
in the pot ----~ 

be! NP- Aux JZ._ 
with----------a \ V ---hole Te ..- NPI 1 /:::::::;.., 

pres be · in it 

· d) Auxiliary is moved up: 
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-------

\ s __;__;._....----.,--~·-~-,--
NP 	 Aux VP 
~~ I .--:------.... 
the p9t Te V SI I ,___.___ 

pres be NP VP 
-=::::::::::::: ~---with a hole V NP . 	 I ~ 

be in it 

(f) delete identical Auxiliary:) 

{g) relative clause reduction:) 

•..h}' h __ ithb / w_:_!.'""'~ 

' NP 	 -J---------VP 
the pot 
~ 	

Terx V·-------SI I ,---------...._ 
pres have NP VP.;;;;;:::::::::-----.. _........____  

with a hole V! A 
be· in it 

.i) with .. ¢ /have 
\ s 

NP Jl.ux 	 VP...c::::::.... I 
tbe pot ·re v s 

I I .----~pres have N'P VP .,_-c-::::::::\, ______........_ 
·a hole V NP 

. I~ 
be in it 

j) relativization: 

k) 	be-deletion: 
_s-----~1\---•NP. 	 Aux VP 

~ ' --=:::::::::~~the pot __J__ Te be on the shelf------ \ -- ~ 
NP Aux VF presl I _..--___  

which Te V S i ;------~-
have NP @ 

...-~ I"::\- "' a hole \JJ NP 
,c.:::-~ 
in it 



'I'he rule that. deletes. ~n auxiliary in a relati,v~ clause· if it 
i* id~ntical with the auiiliary in the main sent~nce was not 
applied in the derivation of (107). If it does apply, then. (107) 

is derived. 
(107) The ~ot with a hole in it is on the shelf 

f) delete identic~l Auxiliary: 

g} relative clause reduction: 

(h) ~ -+ .h!!!. / - ~ : ) 
(i) ~ ... ~ / have ___ : ) 
(j) relativization :) 

k) be-deletion: 



r hava two final notes on the ha·,e of stative have sentences 
originally bein5 .be. First, if this is so, then the occiirrence 
of be without inetaad of not have is somewhat easier to deal with. 
Before be is changed to have, not with can be changed to without. 

Second, changing to have is optional in some infinitival 
complements. 

(108) I expect my pie to have ice cream.on it  

= (109) I expect my pie to be with ice cream on it  

(110) I expect ice cream on my pie 

Ir were not derived from be, these parpphrases could only 
be accounted for in a completely ad hoc way. 

The last 	fo.t::·mulation of FRONTING wa5 (ln). 

(111) 	 [NP A~x be X, NP, Y]  
s $  

2 be 1 2 3 
In this formulation it is implicitly claimed that the noun phrase 
that is preposed occurs after be, and that only copula sentences 
can undergo FRONTING. FRONTING give5 rise to all stative 
have sentences, then both of these claims must be given up. In 
Qentence (112) the noun phrase that has been proposed was origin= 
ally part of the subject. 

(112) 	 The chair has its leg broken  
(= The leg of the chair is broken)  

(113) is 	derived from a sentence that does not contain be. 
(113) 	 My coffee pot had twelve people try to break it by 

throwing it on the floor last night at the party 
(::: Twelve people tried to break my coffee pot by 

throwing it on the floor last night at the party) 
Removing the unnecessary restriction on FRONTING allows the follow-
ing simpler formulation. 

(114) [X, 	 N?, Y] .... 
s s  

2 be l 2 3  
rlier in this section 1 claimed that stative have sentences 

do not take the progressive because the copula sentences that they 
ar•· d,ffived from do not take the .Progressive. Now if a 
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sent.ence is derived from some sentence in which the progressive 
does occur, one would expect that the. stative ~ sentence would 
also contain the progressive. This is in fact the case. Note 
the following paraphrases. 

(115) Some men were painting those shacks 
(116) Those shacks had some men painting them  

= (11?) Those shacks were having some men paint them  
(118) A ship was being b~:lt in that bottle  

= (119) That bottle had a ship being built in it  
= (120) That bottle was having a ship built in it  

It appears from these examples that the entire auxiliary need 
not be moved up into the have sentence proper; be+ ing can be 
left behind. On the other hand, a modal or the perfect have+ en 
must be moved up. 

(121) Those shacks might have some men paint them  
(122} •Those shacks had some men may paint them  
(123) Tho·se shacks had had some men paint them 
(124) •Those shacks had some men have painted them 

But the passive be+ en must be left behind. 
(125) That bottle had a ship built in it 
(126) •That bottle was had a ship built in it 

These facts suggest that the structural description for the trans-
formation that, it.was said before, moves the auxiliary up should 
in part read 

(127) 	 Tense (Modal) (Perfect) 
{Tenae . (Modal J (Perfect) {Progressive)}  

Before concluding this section with a list of restrictions 
that must probably be imposed on FRONTING~ I give below a bunch 
of examples to illustrate what positions preposed noun phrases 
can occupy in the source sentence. 
NP is part of subject: 

(128) The door of the cupboard was left open  
= (129) The cupboard had its door left open  

(130) One of the tubes in the amplifier burned out 
(131) The amplifier had one of the tubes in it burn out 
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NP is object~ 
(132) Right now five people are using this toilet  

::: (133) Right now this toilet has five people using it  

(134) 	 'fwo million people visited the World's Fair in 

one week 
; (135) The World's Fair had two million people visit it 

in one week 
NP is part of object: 

{136) Someone stole the front tire of my bike last week 

= ( 137) My bike had sorne:Jne steal its front tire last week 

NP is locative in the VP: 
(140) 	 1000 cubic feet of air had been pumped into the 

balloon before it burst 

= (141) The balloon had had 1000 cubic. feet of air pumped 

into it before it burst 
NP is indirect object 

(142) 	 Five pounds of bonbons were sent (to) the janitor 
by mistake 

= (143) The janitor had five pounds of bonbons sent (to) him 

by mistake (The mistake was not the janitor's.) 

NP is in reduced sentence complement to the verb: 

(144) Many people have tried to ride that horse  

= (145) That horse has had many people try to ride it  

There are ap~arently strong restrictions on the application 
of FRJNTING The following are just some accidental observa-

tions: some readers may disagree with my judgments of accepta-
bility. 

a) To be preposed, the 	noun phrase cannot be subject. 

(146) The hat was on the rack 
(147) •The hat had itself on the rack 
(148) 	 This Gword has skewered twenty men  
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(149) *This sword has had itself skewer twenty men 
( 150) John wa.a in \Vypming last summer 

(151) 	 ?John had himself i:tl Wyoming last summer 
(ii at~eptable, ~bst be p~eudo-causative) 

a possible 	exception: 
(152) I 	 hear your city hall was renovated last year 
( 	 ) ?I hear your city hall had itself renovated last 

:,rear 

b) 	 The noun phrase, if it is ar.imate, cannot be dominated by 

an animate noun phrac;e. {A.n animate noun phrase is one 
whose head is animate.) 

( 154) John's wife is in labor  
(1,5) ?John has his wifi'l in labor  
(156) There is some dirt on John 1 s friend's jacket  

/. {157) John has some dirt on his friend's jacket2  

2Mary Bremer pointed out this type of ungrammaticality. 

c) A sentence whose rnain verb or adjective is stative is 
not subject to FRONfING. 

(158) l don 1 t appreciate that kind of music 
(159) •That kind of music doesn't have me appreciate it 
(160) Bill knows that man 
(161) ~T~at man has Bill know him 
(162) Judy lQves those hatpins you sent her 
(163) *Those hatpins you sent Judy have her love them 

However, animate objects of stative verbs can at least occasionally 

be preposed. 
(164) Mary balieved me 

= {165) I had Mary believe me 
(166) 	 Unfortunately, someone saw me .as I stole out of 

the building 
~ 	 (16?) Unfortunately, I had someone see me as I stole 

out of the building 
(168) Some people had suspected John of stealing money 

= 	 (169) John had had some people suspect h±m of stealing 
money 
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The fact that the above have se_ntences are unambiguously stative 
makes it impossible to say that these verbs, which ordinarily lack 
agents, may take agents wheri their objects are animate. Recall 
that sentence:;, with agents can be complements in causative~ 
sentences. If the sentence ~~ry believed me contained an agent, 
one would expect to be abie to form the causative have sentence 
I had Mary believe me. Yet thie sentence admits only a stative 

interpretation. 
This js puzzling, but it is no more puzzling than the fact 

that some stative verbs occur in the command imperative construc-
tion just when they have animate objects. 

(170) Believe me!  
{171) •Believe that theorem!  

(172) Know thyself! 
(173) •Know Sanskrit! 
I have been unable to decide whether a noun phrase can be 

prepos~d if it is a part of neither the subject nor the verb 
phra~e and whether a noun phrase can be moved across an inter-
vening S-node. 

My final version of FRONTING is  
(1?4) (X, NP, Y] -s s 

2 be 1 2 3 
where: X is not null 

if NP is animate, it is not dominated by an 
animate NP 

the main verb of s is non-stative 

3. Possessive have sentences 

It ::..snot difficult to find have sentences which are clearly 
neither causatives nor pseudo-causatives, yet which do not exhib~t 
all of the propertle5 of ·.stative haye sentences listed in section 
1. For example, have may be used in the sense of 'consume' or 
'enjoy', in which case it takes an agent. But (1?5) and (176) 
have neither the structure of a causative nor that of a pseudo-
causative. 
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(1?~) We had dinner early 

{176) We were having dinner early 

In this section I propose a tentative analysis of a class 

of exceptional ~ sentences which I call 'possessive•, for 

want of a better name. These .sentenccG can often be closely 
paraphrased by replacing have with possess. Some examples follow. 

{J.77) He has a house to be proud of 
(178) He possesses a house to be proud of 
(179) This machine has no moving parts 
(180) This machine possesses no moving parts 
(181) Our 	 libr-ary has a million books 
(182) Our 	 library possesses a million books 
(183) Mary has red hair 

Replacing have- by possess in the stative have sentences that 

have been previously considered produces unacceptable sentences. 
{184) John has dirt all over him 

(185) *John possesses 	dirt all over him 

(186) The 	 table has a book on it 

(187) •The table possesses a book on it 

Possessive have sentences as relative clauses may be reduced 

by removing NP (identical) be and inserting with~ This is a 

property of stative have sentences not shared by causatives and 

pseudo-causatives. 
(188) 	 A machine that has no moving parts is unlikely to 

break down 

= 	(189) A machine with no moving parts is unlikely to break 
down 

(190) ·A 	 library that has a million books is pretty big 
(191) A 	library with a million books is pretty big= 

However possessive have sentences do not have the other two pro-

perties of 	stative sentences upon which the. analysis in section 
2 was based. First. there are no related paraphrase!s of the 

sort that stative~ 	sentences were found to possess. 
(192) They have related paraphrases 
(193) 	 There are related paraphrases?? them  
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This fact is not alvrays obvioLts ~l).- the case of possessive have 

sentences 'f1ith inanimate subjects. o·ne might maintain th_at {191.) 

was a paraphrase of (195). 
( 191.) Our library has a million books 

(195) There are a million books in our library 
However these.sentences do not mean the same thing. A library 

keep some of its books in a warehcuse, yet ''haven them. 

Second, it J.s apparent that there is no noun phrase in the 
predicate of a possessive ha.Ye sentence that is identical (save 
for a preposition) with its subject. 

The fact that when their subject~ are relativized possees-
iYe have sentences have a reduced form in wit!: indicates that tLey 
are, despite appearances, to be analyzed as stative~ sentences, 
Otherwise, it seems to me, the analysis in section 2 must be 
incorrect. Therefore the problem to provide likely source 
sentences which, after they undergo FRONTI~G, can be made to 
yield possessive have sentences. There is no getting around the 
faet that theee sentences have no structurally related paraphrases, 
so in their derivations FRONTING must be obl~gatory. I propose 
source sentences o~ tho following form. 

(196) /1.._____
NP Aux /,,.VP'-..... 

y 3/'I / ::::-::...._, 
be to ••• 

FRONTING must apply tq prepose the noun phrase introduced by to, 
and this noun phrase that is copied must then be deleted. Then 

Our library has a million books is from {197). 

FRONTING is applied,~~~~=~~~ is daleted, and the other 
rules di$cussed ir. the last ssc tion a::.-e applied. 3 

3Terence Lnngendcen first suggested to me that Dossessive have . --sentences should be derived by deleting and identical noun 
phrase. 



Of the sources that could be po5tulated for possessive 
~ ;,;encences (given my ~ssurnptions), I choose the preceding 
because in special circumstances copula sentences of this form 
are acceptable without the deletion of to NP, and, in thi6 cai:;;e, 
the noun phrase with ~ can be deleted after FRONTI1fG has applied 
with no change in caaning. The special circu~stancea are that the 
subject of the copula be a n:nn phrase whose head is one of a 

class of nouns inel1Jdir:g air, 5.Ppearance • ~' sj de, ~. and 
that the relatjon between the subject and predicate of the copula 
sentence be that of port to whole. 

(198) There are many aspects to this problem  
(:99) There is a strange look to the house  
(200) There is a 1vhite appearance to the water 

The deep structures of these sentences may undergo FRONTING, in 
which case we get 

(198) = (201) This problem has many aspects to it 
(199) ;: (202) The house has a strange look to it 
(200) :::: (203) The water has a white appearance to it 

The noun phrase with to can now be deleted with no discernable 
effect on the meaning~ 

(201) = (204) This prob]em has many aspects 
(202) = (205) The house has a strange look 
(203) = (206) The water has a white appearance 

So 12. does in fact occur introducing noun phrase complements of 
the copula, and, to explain the above paraphrases, there must be 
a rule t.o delete a noun phrase with!£ that is otherwise identical 
with the subject of the stative have sentence. 

An awk\Vard point to this analysis is that FROrrrING is obli-
gatory just when, after it applies, the noun phrase with to 
must be deleted. 

In section 5 evidence wilJ be presented that the source 
sentences I postulate for possessive have sentences do occur as 
non-finite complements to some verbs and heve some con~ection 
with oossessive have sehtences. . --
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4. Absolute ba sentenees 
A be sentence is a sentence vrhc$e tense carrier is be (as 

opposed to a aentence, wbichi for me, is a sentence whose 
main verb is have). The absolute~ sentences that I shall 
talk a.bout a.re subordinate to sentences whose main clauses 

follow the absolute be sentences. The absolute be sentences 
are tense leEis, ~-less. and are introduced by the preposition 
with. Some exarrrples are given below along with what the absolute 

sentence might come out to be were it independent. 
(20?) 	 With the door wide open, the bugs can get.in 

(The door ia wide open) 
(208) 	 With so many dishes $till in the sink, we' 11 have 

to wash them before we leave 
(so many dishes are still in the eink) 

(209) 	 With nobody picking the fruit, it's getting rotten 
(Nobody ie picking the fruit) 

(210) 	 With Harry going to town early, he can pick up some 
Lhings for dinner 
(Harry is going to town early) 

(211) 	 With Harry about to mow the lawn, we'd better put 
gas in the mower 

(Harry is about to mow the lawn) 
{212) 	 With their apartment building to be razed the 

following week, they felt they had to move 
(Their apartment building was to be razed the 
following week) 

(213) 	 With the trees al~ cut do~m by l:1rnbermen 1 the birds 
are finding new homes 
('fhe trees are all cut d.own by lumbermen) 

(214) 	 With the hole enlarged by the m;;m, the t!apped 
miners .coild cacape 
{T~e hole was enlarged by the men) 

The source of the be can be the copula, the progressive. -be to 

or the passive. 
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My claim is, tten 1 that absol~te be sentences (the term 
assuilles my conclusion) are frott, be sentences that lack tense and 
modal. It seems likely that the tense ie deleted 'because .of 

identity to tha~ of the main, finite clause. 
Note that the witt that introducea t~ese absolute construc-

tions differs in two important respects from subordinate conjunc-
tions like since, when, after. The first difference is the 

obvious fact that subordinate conjunctions introduce finite 
sentences that may contain models. The absolute sentences can 
contain neither tense nor modal. The second difference is that, 
unlike subordinate conjunctions, with seems to hav~ no lexical 
semantic content (if you see what I mean). ~ ind:.cates only 
that the clause that contains it is subordinate. To support 
this rather impressionistic observation I note that, for me at 
1eas·t, the with can occasionally be omitted without altering 
meaning in the slightest. 

(215) (With) One chair painted, he started on the next 
Also, the~ construction may be closely p:araphrased by subor-
dinate sentences that are finite. Compare sentence (214) with 

the following. 
(216) 	 After the hole was enlarged by the men, the trapped 

miners could escape 
(217) 	 Since the hole was enlarged by the men 1 the trapped 

miners could escape 
(218) If the hole were enlarged by the men, the trapped 

miners could escape 
Sentence (214) can be understood in each of these ways. In the 
case of the absolute construction in (214), then, tr.e relation 
between the eubordinate and main claue;es :Ls not so closely 
specified as in the case of clauses introduced by subordinate 
conjunctions. 

With is then a function 111ord, and it is appropriate to 

introduce it by a no.n-lexical sort of transformationt a "spelling 
r1..1le" (see Lakoff (1965)). 
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Since !!fil introduces absolute sentences. I propose that 
it is att-ched to the initial noun phrase, i.e. the subject, of 
eve~y sentence by (215). 

(215) with addition 	 [, NP ..... 

1, with"'2 

If a sentence is made absolute by deleting its tense and~' 
this with remains. Otherwise it is deleted by (216). 

(216) 	 With deletion [ (, with, X] Tense -

l 91 3  
It seems that absolute sentences introduced by~ can 

only be derived fr<)m ~ sentences. Sentences like (217) are 
rather marginal. 

(217) ??With trains go by 	every hour, how will you be 
able to sleep? 

So the existence of~ in the subjects of other than be sen-
tences must be motivated by the examples given in section 2 of 
5tative have sentences derived from non-be sentences. 

Of course, absolute~ sentences are only one variety .of 

non-finite sentence, and the rules given so far predict that with 
will be present in all non-finite sentences, unless their tense 
marker is deleted after the wi1:_h deletion transformation applies. 
That with does indeed occur in at least two other non-finite 
constructions will be shown in sections 5 and 6. First two 
difficult varieties of absolute be sentences must be dealt with. 

Since the h that is deleted to form absolute be sentences 
4'ay be the be of the progressive marker be+ ing. we can derive 
absolute sentences where ing is attached to the: first verbal 
element after the subject. But some absolute sentences with 
ing apparently cannot be derived this vmy, because they would 
have no grammatical source. 

(218) 	 WHh the guide kno'lting so many languages, we got 

along very well on our tour 
(219) 	 With Bill believing everything Mary says, you'll 

have a hard time convincing him she's a jerk 
but 	 {220} *'l'he guj,de was knowing so many lane;uagee 

{221) • Bill is believing everyt :ning Mary says 
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T·he progressive n-.ust not occur .in the auxiliary of a stative verb 
(see Lak~ff (1966)}. 

But this same problem crops up in deriving reduced relative 
clauses. If relative clauses are reduced by the rule 

(222) NP (identical) be -

then how are 	the following to be derived? 
(225) A man who knows Sanskrit will go far 

= (224) A man knowing San9krit will go far 
Again we are faced with the problem of postulating an ungrammati-
cal source sentence. 

The fact that sentences (223) and (224) are paraphrases 
leads me to suge;est the following solution. The progressive 
marker be+ in5 is deleted before stative verbs and the copula. 
The rule that accomplishes this follows the relative clause 
reduction transformation and the transformation that deletes 
the ~ in absolute be sentences. If either of these two latter 
transformations applies to delete the E!. of be+ ing, the 
structural description for the rule that eliminates be+ in~ 
before a stative verb or the copula is no longer met, and the 
+ing remains. 

I mention it as an interesting possibility that the presence 
or absence of be+ ing before the copula may correspond to the 
distinction in languages like Portuguese between the forms of the 
copula that attribute accidental (estar) and inherent Cser) 
properties to their subjects. 

Unfortunately the class of absolute sentences in ing is 
not yet exhausted. But before the next variety is examined, it 

is convenient to note the existence of reduced absolute sentences. 
As in the case of relative clauses and while clause~, NP (identi-
cal) be can be deleted from absolute sentences. As with time 
adverbial while clauses, the noun phrase deleted must be identical 
to the subject of the main clause. 

(225) Wide open, the door will let in too many bugs 
(With 	the door wide open, ••• ) 
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(226) 	 Shielding your eyef?, you can still see land  
(With you shielding your eyes, ••• )  

(227) 	 Beihg too stupid to turn the knob, ,John couldn't 

open the door 
(With John being too stupid to turn the knob, ••• ) 

(228) 	 About to mow the lawn, Harry broke his ankle  
(With Harry about. to mow the lawn, ••• )  

(229) 	 Cut down by the lumbermen, the treas were being 
trimmed and hauled away 
(With lhe trees cut down by the lumbermen, , •• ) 

It is import~nt to distinguish sentences like (226) and (227) 

from superficially similar reduced while c~auses. A repeated 
ten$e and NP (ijentical) be can also be deleted from while 
clauses. 

(230) 1Nhile I was going to town, l met an old man  
::: (231) While going to town, 1 met an old man  

Further, 	 the while can be deleted. 
= {232) Going to town, I met an old man 

(233) can 	be understood ~ither in the sense of (234) or (235). 
(233) Wearing her high heels, Mary seems very tall 
(234) 	 With Mary wearing her high heels (today), she 

seems very tall 
(235) 	 While Mary is wearing h,er high heels, she seems 

very tatl 

Stative have sentences, since they are at one point be 
sentences, may occur as absolute 5entences. Be is deleted before 
it ca~ be changed to have. Unfortun~tely such absolute sentences 
are at best awkward. 

{236) ?With the sink with so many dishes i~ it, we'll 
have to stay home to wash them 

The absolute sentence in (236) is derived from the deep structure 
of So many dishe5 are in Lhe sink by applying the transformntions 
FRONTING and with addition. When one of the with's is for some 
reason eliminated. such constructions are more acceptable. The 
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second with will be deleted if the source copula sentence con-
. . . 

ins the progressive, -since in this case the be of the pro-
gressive is deleted to form an absolute sentence, and the be 

added by FRONTING remains, The latter be io changed to have, 
and after :have, with is deleted. 

(237) With the sink having 80 many dishes in it we'llI 

ha,.,e to _stay home to wash them 
Below is an outline of the steps in the derivation of the 

absolute een.tence in (237). 
(238 ) 	 [ so many dishes be -ting be in the 

in the sink be [ so many dishes be +ing be in the 
with the aink be (with so many dishes be +ing be in the 

with the sink be [with so many dishes be +ing be in it] 

with the 6ink be ~ing be [with 60 many dishee be in it] 

with the sink +ing be [with so mi:.;ny dishes be in it) 

with the sink +ing -have [with oO many dishes be in it] 

with the sink +ing have [ so many dishes be in it] 

with the sin.1<:: +ing have [ 60 many dishes in it] 

On the other hand the first with is deleted along with the noun 
phrase tnat contains it if this noun phrase is identic:.al to ths 
subject of the main cla-ufie. 

(239) 	 With a horse to get to Paris, Henry could conquer 
the worlji 
(With Henry with a horse to get to Paris, ••• ) 

Note that in (240) the presence of the perfect have+ en in the 
absolute construction is demanded by the "sequence of tenses 11 

rule. 
(240) With a horse to get to Paris, Henry could have 

con~uered the ~orld  
CClmpare  

(241) If Henry had had a horse to get to Paris, he could 
have conquered the world 

We may suppose that the perfect in the absolute sentence is 
deleted along with the tense, since the perfect is also present 
in the main elause and is a repeated occurrence. 
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The assumption th.at FRONTHW bas applied in the derivation 

of sentences like (239) and (zl1-Q} seems otiose. For example 
the absolute sentence in (2~2) could as well be d~rived from 
the structure underlying Wax is on the car as from that under-
lying The car has wax on it. 

(242) With wax on it, the car looks like a million dollars 
If the pronoun it in the absolute .sentence were reflexive~ this 
would constitute evidence that FRONTING had applied, s·ince a 
pronoun is made reflexive only if jts antecedent occurs in the 
same minimal sentence. However as was noted in section. 2 1 

reflexivization applies before FRONTING. So the crucial evidence 
is missing. 

It should be noted that the underlying structures of while 
cl.a.uses may undergo FRONTING and undergo the same reduction as 
absolute sentences. 

(243) 	 V/hile trees have leaves on them, they are difficult 
to see through 

= (244) With leaves on them, trees are difficult to see  
through  

The following are examples of the clas5 of absolute sentences 
with that remains to be accounted for. 

(245) 	 With John having painted one chair yesterday, he 
ili:<S one fevrnr to paint today 

(246) Having painted one chair yesterday, John has one 
few·er to paint today 

The reduction transformation has applied to sentence (246). By 
the foregoing analysis the absolute construction in (245) mu5t 
be from (2L1'7). 

(2.47) John be Have +en paint one chair yesterday 
Cf course •John is having painted one chair yesterday is unaccep-
table, and the anomaly cannot this time be dismissed by supposing 
that be ting is deleted if the sentence is not made absolute. 

This is so, sir..ce ....;.;:c;._.:;._ _;;;..:.:. comes be fore £,e + ing in the auxiliary, 
not after. The tentative solution that 1 pro?ose is a slight 
extension of the analysis proposed by T. R. Hoffman (1966). In 
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.(248) the perfect is from what Hoffman .calls tlre·· 11 past tense 
(2lf8) John is kiiown to ha.,,.e painted the chair yesterdat 

replacement;' transformation. The past tense must occur in the 
deep sLrncture of (248), since yesterday can only occur with a 
past tense. Note that (249) is unacceptable. 

(249) •John has pain~ed the chair yesteiday 
(248) 	 is a paraphrase of (250) 1 and both sentences can be 
derived 	 from the same structure, ~P~ely (251). 

(250} It is known that John painted the chair yesterday 
(251) 

VP 

' V 

John past kdow 

(251) has undergone the passive tl'ansformation, The embedded 
sentence in (251) can be m~de into a that clause or into an 

infiniti~e clause. In case it is made into a~ clause it 
may be extraposed, giving sentence (250). If it is made into 
an infinitive clause its auxiliary and verb phrase, past paint 

the chair. ~esterda~, winds up at the end of the superordinate 
sentence and its 5ubject, John·, becomes the derived subject of 
the main clause. This gives (252). 

(252) John pres be+ en know to past paint the chair 
yesterday 

The past tense marker cannot remain in this position, and is 
replaced by the pel'fect have+ en. By familiar rules, this 
gives John is known to have painte~ the chair yesterd~l, which 
is the desired result. 

Sentences (253) and {254) can be derived from one deep 
structure in a similar fashion. Here to does not appear, and 
the case must be deleted. 4 In sentence (254) then, although 

4on the deletion of so in sill',ilar circumstances, see Lakoff 
(1966b). Whether theabstra~t Uent to be delet.ed :j,.s best 
represented by ~' the case, or true seems problematical. 
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(25}) It must be the case that J9hn p~inted the ch~ir 
yesterday 

(254) John must ha11e painted the chair yesterday 
~ appears to be part of the auxiliary that goes with the 
verb phrase ;eaint the chair ;,::esterda:(, it is really from the 
auxiliary o! a superorciinate sentence. Similarly the pro-
gressive be ·dng in (255), which underlies (256), is from a 

superordinate sentence. 
(255) John be +ing have +en pa:i.nt one chair yesterday 

(256) With John having painted one chair yesterday, .... 
As Hoffman notes, the have+ en in such <;lbsolute sentences must 
be from the past tense replacement transformation. Note that 
(257) 	is a paraphrase of (256). 

(25?) (\Vith} It being the case that John painted one 
chair yesterday, ••• 

Both (256) and (257) arise from the same structure, namely 
(258). 

(258) 

!;!>-----------~Af---._ 
~ . ~ense P~og 

John past paint one chair yesferday · p~es be+ ing 
To derive (257) pres and the be of the progressive are deleted 
and the embedded sentence is made into a that clause and extra-
posed. To derive (256) the auxiliary and verb phra~e of the 
embeddjd sentence are put after the verb phrase of the main clause, 
be the case is deleted, and East is changed to have + en. 
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5. Copula seritence.s· as verb complements. 

My thesis i~ this section will be that certain verb phrase~ 
which have in the past been analyzed as having the structure 
(259) actually have the structure (260). or something essentially 
similar. 

(259) 

(260) 

Note firat that copula sentences certainly occur as comple-
ments to the verbs ex;eect, want, like. Along with to the 
copula may be deleted after ex~ect and want. In (265) it must 
be deleted after like. 

(261) I expect ice cream to be on my pie·  
= (26,2) I expect ice cream on my pie  

(263) He wants water to be in the pool when he gets b•ck 
= (264) He wants water in the pool when he gets back 

(265) 1 like your lamp on John's table like that 
Evidence that these complements are in fact sentences is provided 
by their ability to undergo FRONTING. 

(266) I expect my pie to have ice cream on it  

:::: (267) I expect my pie to be with ice cream on it  

= (268) I expect my pie with ice cream on it  

(269) 	 He wants the pool to have water in it v,hen he gets 

back 
::; (270) He wants the pool to be with water in it when he 

gets 	back  
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= (271) He wants the pool tvith water in it when he gets 
back 

(272) I like John's t~ble with your lamp on it like that 
Also, Lakoff's FLIP transformation can apply to (2.65) and (272) 

to give (273) and (274) (see Lakoff (1965: A-15)). 

(273) Your lamp on John's table like that pleases me 
= (274) John's table with your lamp on it like that pleases 

me 
Probably no one would doubt that the complements in the above 
exa~ples constituted sentences. The important thing to note is 
that the with that turns up in (268) and (2?1) is a trace o: the 
underlying sentences; its source is the rule that adds with at 
the beginning of a sentence. 

Now consider cornplel'!!ents of verbs like plant. 
{275) John planted apple trees in the orchard 

The locative in the orchard is shown to be in the verb phrase by 

the do so test developed by Lakoff and Ross (1966). The pro-
.form 	do so replaces verb phrases. 

(2?6) •Harry planted apple trees in the yard, and John 
did so in the orchard 

That apples and in the orchard in (275) constitute a syntactic 
unit as well as both occurring in the verb phrase could probably 
be demonstrated by a co-occurrence argument. although I shall 
not attempt this. That , there are mutual restrictions on 
noun phrases in these positions that are independent of restric-
tions imposed by ulant. (257} is odd just because apple trees 
would be to big for a window box, not because one doesn't plant 
things in window boxes. 

(277) John planted apple trees in tr..e window box 
I shall claim that apple trees in the orchard is from a copula 
sentence and that the deep structure of (2?5) is the following. 
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----S---.---1j --.. 

NP ·--· Aux ---/---VP
I I / 	 "",John Te v _,..,..s--..,_

I . 1 / 	 --;vp________past plan~ ___ 
apple trees 	 y ~ 

be ineorcard 

Since apple trees is the subject of a sentence, it will be 
changed to with a:pple trees by the with addition rule. The fact 
that with does not show up must be because plant is like have 
in deleting a follov,ing preposition. 

But there is a switching rule that may apply to such 
complements which in the present case has the effect of reve.rsing 
the order of a:pple trees and in the orchard. lfow in the orchard 
is next to the verb, and it turns out that its preposition is 
deleted. So the rule that deletes the preposition must follow 
the switching rule. The with added to apple trees therefore 
remains, since after the switching rule with apple trees no 
longer directly follows the verb. 

(279) John planted the orchard with apple trees 
Verbs that take copula sentences as complements and allow the 
order of elements in these complements to be reversed are quite 
common. I give some examplee below. 

(280} John stocked fish in the etream 
(281) John stocked the stream with fish 
(282) John hung curtains in the kitchen 
(283) John hung the kitchen with curtains 
(284) John heaped ridicule on Bill 
(285) John heaped Bill with ridicule 
(286) John spread the 	butter on the bread 
(287) John spread the 	bread with butter 
(288) John inspires confidence i.n me 
(289) John inspires me with confidence 
(290) They conferred honora on John 
{291) 	 They conferred John with honors  
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However I do not claim th~t the members of each of thesie 
pairs of sentences are exact paraphrases. John planted the 
orchard with ap~le trees means that the orchard wound up with 
no other kinds of trees, while John Elanted apple trees in: the 

i 
orchard does not imply this. A sim'.ilar observation applies to 
(292). 

(292) John spread the box wit~ papers 
In addition this can be understood ~ither as John ~pread papers 

I 

on the box or a.s John spread papers: in the box. 
I suggest. that the proper analysi5 is one along the lines 

' of that proposed in section 3. Prepositions are not £reely 
deleted after the ver'b; only~ an~ with Cand possibly other 
"function prepos1tions 0 ) can be delleted. Then the sentences 
with with have underlying structures where the preposition after 

l 

be is !2_. 

Some peculiar semi-paraphrases obtained with verbs like 
hang can be given an explanation a~milar to the above if it is 
assumed that theee verbs may lack underlying subjects, and that 

'iheir underlying objects become superficial subjects.
! 

(293) Cobwebs hung in the ki,chen 
(294) The kitchen hung with cobwebs 
(295) Fish teem in the sea i 

l 
(296) The sea teems with fisi:i 
(297) nees swarm in the garden 

I -
(298) The garden swatms with!bees' 

5The existence of such pairs of sentences was pointed out to me 
by Ja~es Heri..nger. 

A further rule is necessary to delete with in the complements 
of verbs that allow unreversed cop~la sentences with to noun 
phr·e.vses. After th~ verbs in the s~ntences that followt this rule 

is optional. 
!  

(299} John a:asigned a task t9 Bill  
:: (;oo) John assigned Bill with a task  
; {301) John assigned Bill a task  
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~ {303) John supplied money t.o th em 
= (304) John supplied them money 

(305} John furnishes books to libraries 
= (30£) John furnishes libraries wich books 
= { 30?) John furnishes libraries books 

(308) John pre~ented a ring to Bill 
= (}:J9) John presented Bill with a ring 
= ( 310) Jobn presented 3ill a ring 

(311) John provided cash to Bill 
= (312) John provided Bill with cash 
"' (313) John provided Bill cash J 

(31'1) John left a fortune to his nephew 
= (315) John left his nephew with a fortune 
= (316) John le ft his nephew a fortune 

(:,1?) John left Bill with nothing to do 
:::: (318} John left Bill nothing to do 

But after another class of verbs, the· rule is obligatory. 
(:,19) John g:swe a typewriter to Bill 

= (320) John gave Bill yf;r;t~ a typeYsri t er 
(321) John sent a letter to Bill 

= (322) John s.ent Bill yf;t;t}{ a letter 
(323) John handed a gun to Bill 

= (324) John handed Bill ;v;tt;{ a gun 

The two classes of verbs exemplified in (299) to {324) are of 
course two kinds of indirect object verbs. They take complements 
of the form (325). 

It was proposed in section 3 that sentences of this form underlie 
possessive~ sentences, so what I am now claiming is that 

these classes of indirect object verbs take complements which, 
were they independent, would come out ta be possessive!::!.!! 
sentences. This position is supported by the fact that an 
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indirect object sentence of the above type implies the acce.pta-
bili ty of some possessive have sentence with the orig:u;ial 
indirect object as subject and the original direct object as 

object. The unacceptability of (326) implies the unacceptability 
of (327). 

(326) •.Bill has truth 
(327) •John gave Bill truth 

The acceptability of (328) implies the acceptability of a 

sentence like (329) given an appropriate choice of subject for 
the indirect object verb. 

(328) The house had a funny appearance 
(329) The purple light gave the house a funny appearance 
It may be that the rule which reverses the positions of 

the noun phrases in a copula sentence complement ie FRONTING. 
Evidence against this is the fact that the noun phrase with~ 
sometimes appears after FRONTING has applied to an independent 
sentence. When however the indirect object is moved next to the 
verb 1 it is never echoed by to plus pronoun. 

(330) The house had a funny appearance to it 
(331) 	 •The purple light gave the house a funny appearance 

to it. 
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6, The do the same thin~ with test. 
In this aection I present some preliminary resulta of a 

syntactic ntest" modeled on the do so test for verb phrase 
constituency (see Lakoff and Ross (1966)), These results support 
what was said in section 5 about certain verb complements. 

Some •rerb phrases can be replaced by do the same thing with 
plus the direct object of the verb, if they are duplicated 
(aside from their objects) earlier in the sentence. 

(332) 	 Bill planted the pear trees in the orchard, and 
John did the same thing with the apple trees 

{333) 	 Bill spread the jam on the drapes, and John did the 
same thing with the butter 

(334) Bill put the chair on the porch, and John did the 
same thing with the lamp 

In the last section it was seen that~ is sometimes a trace 
of an underlying sentence. The with that occurs after do the 
same thing in the above sentences likewise shows that the verb 
phrases replaced by do the same thing with plus object contain 
sentence complements. The source of this with is, again, the 
with addition rule. 

The verb phrases that I previously analyzed as containing 
sentence complements can all be replaced by do the same thing 
with plus object if the verb of the verb phrase is non-stative. 
On the other hand verb phrases without sentence complements 
cannot be so replaced. 

(335) •Bill built the table, and John did the same thing 
with the chair 

(336) •Bill killed a man, and John did the same thing 
with a woman 

(337) •Bill drank some beer. and John did the same thing 
with some wine 

(338) •Bill broke the stick, and John did the same thing 
with the branch 

but (3}9) Bill broke the stick in(to) pieces, and John did 
the same thing with the branch 
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There are some exceptibns to the obscrv•tion that do the 
same thing with plus object replaces verb am'. eentenc·e complement. 

list three classes of exceptional verbs ;vith suggestions about 
how to make them fall into lino. 

Apparent 	exceptions: 

a) throw a.vayt spend, lose 
(340) 	Bill thre\•1 his old shoes away, and John did the 

same tting with his 
(341) 	 Bill spent his money, and John did the same thing 

with his 
(342) Bill loses his gloves, and John does the same thing 

with his 
In (340) his old shoes away is from a sentence with be <or 
perhaps 15.2.) deleted. The complements of spend in (341) and lose 
in (342) are his money away and his gloves away. Spend and lose 
delete away. 

b) paint, butter, fertilize, dye, store 

(343) 	 Bill painted his house, and John did the same 
thing with his 

(344} 	 Bill buttered his bread, and John did the same 
thing with his 

(345) 	 Bill fertilized his lawn, and John did the same 
thing with his 

(346) 	 Bill dyed his hair, and John did the same thing 
with his 

(:54?) Bill stored his winter clothes, and John did the 

same thing with his 
Sentences (34}) to (346) contain the verb phrases put paint pn 
his house, put butter on his bread, put fertilizer on his lawn, 
put die on his hail> paint on his houset etc. are from sentences 
with be deleted. When p1.;_ t takes such a nentence complement 1 the 
subject of the complement ir.ay replace -out, in which case the 
former noun is realized as a verb. Sentence (347) has the verb 
phraae put his clothes in stora,t£e• In this case it is the 
locative complement of be that replaces .EE.!• 
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c) ne~t. boil, bake 
(348) 	 Bill heated his aandwich 1 and J~m did the same 

thing with hia 
(349) 	 Bill boiled his socks, and John rlid the same thing 

with his 
( ) Bill baked the potatoes, and Jo!m did tho same 

thing with the hn~ 

The verb phrases are really cause his sandwich to heat 1 cause 
his socks to boil, cause the ham to bake. Hear., boil, bake may 
replace cause. This analysis of causative verbs is in essential 
respects similar ';,o the analysis given in Lakoff (19E.5). 
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